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Pollaczek distributions pervade the class of delay distributions in GI/G/l systems 
with concave service time distributions. When the service time distribution has finite 
support and the delay distribution is.absolute_ly .continuous on (0, m), one can find a 
distribution with a pure exponential tail that satisfies the corresponding Wiener-Hopf 
integral equation except for values of the argument hat belong to the support i,n ques- 
tion or to a translate thereof. Again for an exponentially decaying delay distribution, 
one can formulate sufficient moment inequalities which ensure the existence of asymp- 
totic upper and lower bounds derived from M/D/l and M/M/l delay distributions which 





compound geometric distribution . 
1. Introduction 
The prime aim of this paper is to delineate a broad class of GI/G/l 
delay distributions for which convexity properties and moment inequa- 
lities may be brought to bear in order to justify approximations through 
delay distriibutions pertaining to M/G/l, and particularly to the M/M/l 
/D/l systems (see Cohen [2] for terminology). Among these two 
classes of distributions the former are exponential, with a jump at the 
origin, and they are a.llegedly long-tailed; the latter have a decidedly 
non-exponential functional form and they are reputedly short-tailed. In 
oses, it is convenient to view an 
version of the exponen- 
an and standard deviation. 
research underlying this discussion was motivated by the author’s fre- 
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quent observations that the sample mean and second moment of an em- 
pirically evaluated elay distribution often determine an exponential dis- 
tribution that pravides a line of good fit for the experimental results -
this even in spite of the fact that traffic intensities are far from heavy 
and both service and interarrival time distributions are definitely non- 
exponential. 
2. Notation and terminology 
The abbreviations cdf, pdf, LSt and T.v. are used to signify cumulative 
distribution function, probability density function, Laplace Stiektjes ’ 
transform - of imaginary argument if the cdf is two-sided - and random 
variable. Upper case letters, with or without the symbol (.) affixed, are 
used to denote cdf’s and if U is a cdf then its LSt and nth moment, if the 
latter exists, are denoted u (or u(.)) a nd U, respectively. Primes are used 
to specify pdf’s. The cdf of a non-negative r.v. is called positive. If U and 
V are any two cdf’s the statement U >, V(U = V) sigmfies U(t) 3 V(t) 
(U(t) = V(t)) for all t. Incideniically for positive cdf’s, we shall omit the 
redundant equality statement specifying zero-values on (-00) 0). With 
any positive cdf U of finite mean ul, one associates its companion cdf 
designated U* (.) and satisfying 
u*(t)= 2.4;’ j (1 - U(X)) dx . 
0 
at U* is concave and satisfies 
u*(o) = 0, u*‘(o) < O”, 
for every integer n such that u,,~ is finite. Corlversely if V is concave and 
satisfies V(0) = 0, V'(0) < 00, then it is the companion cdf of every cdf 
of the form 1 - a + ac U(.), where U(t) = 1 - (V'(t)/V'(O)) and QI E (0,l). 
The symbol (A, B) =+ W summarises the statement that W is the steady 
state delay cdf for a CI/G/l queueing system with inter-arrival and ser- 
vice time cdf’s A and B, respectively, and operating under the indepen- 
dence assumptions governing the Lindley process [8]. Implicit in this 
etric cdf (see fo 
Q a subclass 9 of 
f there exists 
rth called the 
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generator of IV, and such that w(s) = (1 - A)/( 1 - Xg(s)). Without loss 
of generality we may assume here that G(0) = 9. In cases where G is a 
companion ojf we shall also call W a Pollaczek cdf, wrnich, be it recalled 
in passing, is always the steady state delay distribution for some M/G/l 
system. Finally, by an exponential cdf we shall mean, exclusively, a 
Pollaczek cdf with negative xponential generator. Further notation will 
be introduced as the need arises. 
3: Some general results 
We begin our discussion by examining some straightforward proper- 
ties of Q-type cdf’s. In this and throughout he remaining sections W 
denotes a Q-type cdf with generator G and atom 1 - X at the origin, i.e. 
w(s) = (1 - A)/( 1 - Xg(s)). 
Proposition 1. (i) If G has finite momenrs g1 and g2, then 
(3.1) 2w: < w2 = 2w; + AL- 1 - x g, (Characteristic Inequality) . 
(ii) If G is concave, then W is a Pollaczek cdf, or it is the limit of a 
sequence of Pollaczek cdf ‘is. 
Proof. (i) This follows immediately by differentiation. 
(ii) The statement is true by definition if G’(0) < 00. Otherwise, for 
any 6 > 0, let 
x>, 6, 
G(x, 6) = 
O<x< 6, 
so that G(., 6) is clearly a companion cdf. Setting 
V(t, 6) = 1 - X + h s G(t - x, S) dx V(x, 6)) 
0 
we deduce t
sion follows on 
f dominated by V. 
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We now proceed to focus attention on the statement (A, B) * W by 
first defining 
(3.2) F(t) = JdA(x) B(t +x) . 
To dispense with triviali ies, it is implicitly understood that jr1 < 0 (sta- 
bility criterion), and that 0 < F(O-) < F(0) < 1. Then W is a proper 
nondegenerate cdf uniquely satisfying the Wiener-Hopf integral equa- 
tion 
(3.3) X(t) = 1 F(t - x) dX(x) = j X(t -x) dF(x), 00, 
0 --oo 
where X(.) stands for the unknown distribution and F is understood to 
be known (see Lindley [S]). We now define 
f+(s) = J eesx :3 F(x) , 
0 
f -3s) = p edsx dF(x) = f(s) -f’(s), 
-00 
f,(s) =f’(s)!U --f-W) 3 
for Re(s) = O.Then fi a.) is the LSt of a two-sided cdf Fl (.) which we call 
the derived cdf of F. Repeating this procedure over and over a 
generate a countable sequence of cdf’s {F, } such that, with F. = F, Fn+l 
is the derived distribution of Fn. This sequence has interesting properties 
summarized in the next proposition which is a compendium of results 
proved elsewhere (see Delbrouck [4, Theorems 1,2, and Section 41). 
Proposition 2. For every integer ~22 0, . 
W(t) = SF,(t - x) dW(x) . 
The sequence of means ( fnl} is strictly decreasing and lim, fnr = --00. 
For every nonnegative number x, F,,+l (x) < F,(x) and cthere exists a gen- 
eraked distribution F, (. , with support t--m} u (0, =) and satisfying 
(3.4) F, (x) = lim Fn (x), G(x) = 
F, (cl - F_(o) 
n l-F_(O) ’ x’“* 
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Moreover, if for some Megative number -r, f&-r) = 1 then 
(3.5) 
t-J--r)= 1, Fn(t) 2 W(t) 3 F,(t) - fi(-[)e-t*, 
1 - W(t) G Ag(-[)e+ = lim f,(-[)e-~t < e-gf ~ 
I1 
for every integer n 2 0, and every E E (0, r]. 
We pause briefly to point out that if one starts from the relation (3.3) 
in a fluctuation theoretic context where W is the distribution of the 
supremum of a sequence of partial sums with incremental cdf F, then 
whether or not F is the cdf of the difference of two independent random 
variables, the derived cdf’s Fn always are. Specifically we have the fol- 
lowing. 
Proposition 3. A derived cdf is necessarily the distribution of the dijfer- 
ence of two non-negative random variables one of which, the subtrahend, 
has a cdf of type 9. Therefore the statement (A, B) =+ W implies the ex- 
istence of 4 cpuntable set of pairs of distributions (A,, B,} satisfying 
(A,, B,)e W, A, CZI 
for every integer n. Moreover, if for some positive ixteger i, Bj is concave 
thfn so is every cdf B, for n 2 j, hence W is a Pollaczek distribution or a 
limit of Follaczek distributions. 
Proof, The first assertion follows upon recalling that f +(O) = 1 - f-(O) 
and rewriting f 1 (s) as 
(3.6) f& ) 
f+(s) _ f+(s) s=-------_-_ 
( 
kf7w 
1-9-W f'(O) _) 
. 
1 -f-(O) fJ2 
f-(O) 
The first factor on the left-hand side of (3.6) is clearly the LS 
b,(s), of a positive cdf B,. The second factor can be thought of as the 
moment generating function, al (-s), of a positive cdf A 1, or as the LSt 
of the image of the latter over (- =, 0). I’n any case, the desired factoriza- 
tion is effected and A, is clearly of type 9 . We can then a 
factorization to every cdf Fn and invoke the conclusion of 
to verify the second assertion. 
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The proof of the last statement proceeds by induction, and t 
loss of generality in assuming B to be concave. Submitting rela 
to the’appropriate st, one finds that F must be concave on (0,~) and 
so must B, be, since 
B#) = (1 - ‘F(o))--’ (F(x) - F[O)) 
by definition. we can now repeat he same argument ad infinitum to as- 
sert that, for every integer tt > 0, r;l and fjn+l are concave on (0, a). 
Since F,Ix) = inf, F,(x) for x > 0, one must necessarily conclude (re- 
ductio ad abrurdum) that F, is concave on (0, 00) and so therefore is G. 
The conclusion fdlows by Proposition 1 (ii), 
The foregoing result can be sharpened if one supposes that E has a 
completely monotone density. More precisely: 
L 
Proposition 4. If there d Q positive &f us& thai 
B(t) = s(1 - eat’) d I/(t) , 
there also exists a positive cdf V such that 
G(t)= $(1 - emrP)d V(E). 
. 
It then holds true that V is absolutely continuous with 
that U G V which implies B 3 G. Moreover, if U has 
W is a Po&mek cd5 In particular, if u is a zero-on 
G = B, and W is an exponential cdJ’. 
Proof. Under the assum tion of complete monotonicit 
with 
ly W, is absolute Y COntinuOus with respectto 
a(.) is nonincrea ing on the reals, one can find 
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and t2 with tl < t < t2 and such that 
(3.9) u, (0 = a($) W)/(~(t~! U(t) + a(Q) (1 - W))) 
(Mt,) -- a02)1 + aft,)) 
= v(t) . 
Thus UI > U, and consequently 
i+(t)= s(l .- e?du,(E) 
(3.10) 
< te s --tt(l - U(e))dE = B(t). r 
Again suppose that u1 < -, then obviously zlll < zzl < 00 and thus, for 
Finally, if B(t) = 1 - e-W, then by the property of absolute contin 
already mentioned, we must have 
(3.12) s,(t) = B(t) . 
ment can be repeated indefinitely thus: Generate 
} satisfying 
a, ( ) dun ft)I Ja,(E)d(l,(E) 
(3.13) 
0 
Bn+l (t) = J( 1 .- e- ” 1 dU,+, (8 . 
+1) to the same treatment as a 
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by Proposit.ions 2 and 3, we conclude from the foregoing that 
(3.14) G(t) = lim B, (8) 
n 
. i = hm Jt e-“(l 
n 
- Q_,(tjjd4 
= te-t’(1 - V(t))dk. 
s 
Moreover u1 < q so that if q is finite G’(0) is finite also. In this case IV 
is clearly a Pollaczek cdf. Finally V’ must be absolutely continuous with 
respect o U so that B(t) = 1 - emulf implies G = B. The proof is now 
complete. 
It is interesting to note that the last two propositions illustrate anew 
the influence of B on the cdf IV (see also Cohen [ 31 and Smith [9] for 
other examples). With respect o the inter-arrival time cdf A, the limiting 
cdf (as n + QQ), if it can bc called thus, has support (0) U {oo), On the 
other hand, the consecutive service time cdf’s B, retain many of the 
characteristics of B. Thus if b(.) is rational, then so isg(.), and both share 
the same singularities on Re(s) < 0. 
In the next section we shall consider properties of certain Q-type cdf’s 
which, while not directly related to the above propositions, do neverthe- 
less provide some foundation for the question of approximation of 
GI/C/l delay cdf’s by means of simpler istributions of exponential type. 
4. On moment inequalities and approximations when 
moments of all orders 
We shall call P-uniform any Pollaczek cdf 
positive cdf V is called quasi expmential if there is a 
K E (0, 1 ] and another positive constant b such that for some T 
U(t) = 1 - Ke-bt whenever t 2 T. use of the characteristic  
lity (3. l), if the cdf W has finite 
exponential cdF V, called the stan 
i = 1,2; namely, 
(4.9 = 1 - (2w:/wt) exp[ -2w, t/W21 a
Similarly, there is a unique f-uniform cdf U called the P-uniform approx- 
hmt of W with e(t = w+ i = 1,2; and it has the form 
eters y and T can be readily computed in terms of A, 
er the companion cdf ‘s, say H* (J and J* (.) of the 
@neratisrs for Uand V, respectively, have moments h;: an6jz satisfying 
the condition 
(403) 
2(3”) Q3; 1” 
hn* = (n+ I)($2 +2) 
~~!~~~Y=i~, n= 1,2,3 ,... . 
Again it should be mentioned in passing that the P-uniform and stan- 
dard approximants are themselves delay distributions in some M/D/l and 
MIMI J systems respectively. 
we shall hold relations (4.1), (4.2), (4.3) on one side for the moment 
ad temporarify release the letters U, V” H and J for other uses. 
From now on and until otherwise specified, it wi91 be assurrled that in 
the statement (A, B) * W, at least one of the pair A, B is absolutely con- 
tinuous and that the characteristic equation f(x) = 1 has a real negative 
zero --F which we call the dominant singularity of IV(.). Hence F is ab- 
solutely continuous, and therefore by (3.3) so is W on (0,4* It follows 
(see for example Borovkov [ I, Theorem 13 3) that there exists a pair of 
positive numbers &‘and C, the latter strictly exceeding r, such that 
(4.4) W(t) = 1 - Ce+ + o(e- Ct), t + 06 . 
inequalities (3.5), C G 1. Moreover, setting q(.)= w%), 
r) is finite, one may invoke the Resi ue Theorem and 
the fact that q(.) is concave on (-r, m) to assert hat C’= ($(-r))-l. Re- 
taining the meaning of C, C, r, and q(.) as defined above, we now proceed 
to prove the Following. 
.IfT=inf(x: C(x)= I)< 06, there exists u countable 
&e;rponentid cdf 3 { Un } that me absoZuteZy continuous 
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.a 
un (t) = 
I 
W(i), t<nT, 
I LK,e-“, t>nT, 
, 
v,(t) = 1 - h a- X 1 U’Jt - x)dG(x), t $ (nT, (n + 1)T) 9 
0 
sup IUJt) - W(t)1 G I& - Cl eemT + o(e+‘) . 
t 
hoof. Implicit in the equality w(s) = (1 - X)/(1 - Xg(s)) is the statement 
that W( . ) is the unique solution, for a 1 t 2 8, of the integral equation 
(4.9 X(t)= 1 -X+X+x)dC(x). 
0 
Now let t > T SO that by hypothesis the upper limit of integration in (4.5) 
is 7’. By complementation one deduces that 
T 
Wfi) 1 - X(t) = A (1 - s X(t - x) dG(x)) 
0 
T 
=X j- (1 -X(t-x))dGCx> 
0 
It is trivially true that this equality is valid for 1 - X(t) = Ke-‘t, where K 
is an arbitrary constant. Now let us assign to K the value K, satisfying 
(4.7) 1 - W(T)= Klevrt. 
One may verify by relation (3.5) that K, < 1. Setting furiher 
L;(t) = W(t), t.< T, Ul(t)= 1 - Klewrt, t 
one deduces that VI(.) is quasi;exponential and absolutely continuous 
on (0, 00). Moreover 
v,(t)= l-h +h CIr (t - x) dG(x), 
0 
t< T. 
neral, this equality statemen will be valid for al -values uch that 
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the argument t-x does not pass from the right to the left of the value T 
as x ranges between 0 and T. Hence it holds true that 
(4.8) ?JJt)= 1 -h+Aj U’(t-x)dG(x), t< Tort> 2T. 
0 
Also since U, and W differ only on (a, QQ), we deduce by (4.4) and (4.7) 
that 
sup W,(t) - W(t)1 < IK, - CIe-rt+o(e-cT). 
t 
The argument for the general case I-Z > 1 is entirely analogous to the fore- 
going. This completes the proof of Proposition 5. 
The foregoing conclusion underlines the strikingly exponential be- 
haviour of Q-type cdf’s the generators of which have finite supports. 
For example the graphs of P-uniform distributions which arise as delay 
cdf’s for M/D/l systems look very much like those of quasi-exponentill 
cdf ‘s, (see for example Le Gall [ 7, page 4071). 
Before going on to the next proposition, it is appropriate to write 
down the moments of the cdf W( ) in terms of those pertaining to the 
companion of its generator. With (“,) denoting the binomial coefficient, 
one deduces by differentiating the equation w(s) = hw(s)g(s) + f - X 
and, effecting the appropriate substitutions, 
h? ( 
n-l 
t4*‘) wn = +A @Ll + c (~)(n - d wQg;_-(y_l l &=l ) 
From these equalities and by Proposition l(i), one can deduce the fol- 
lowing. 
Proposition 6. If V(.) is a9 -type cdf with generator J(.) and p E (0, 1) 
such that 
u(s) = ( 1 - P)/(l - pi(s)) 9 
then provided u1 = wl: 
(i) For some integer >r 2, w, = ucu for cy < K, if and only if j,* = g’z 
for ar < K - 1; 
>, 2, w, = Q for a < and j,* 2 g;forar >K, 
then u(.) has a real singularity in (-r, 0). 
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Proof. (i) Both necessary and sufficient conditions rr:sult directly from 
(4.9), implying-that W, = Us, at < K, if and only if 
(4.11) iihga= &j*, a< K. - 
Dividing both sides by the first of these, any one of the other equalities 
yields 
g;=hj;, ar<K-1. 
(ii) This merely supplements he previous conclusion. For, by hypoth- 
esis, we may dr’duce that w, < u, for all positive integers IQC. Hence for 
s E (-C O), 
(4.12) S2 &) = (1 + WI Isl+ w22 + . ..)-I 
S2 1 
2 (1 + Ul Isl+ u2-3 + . ..)-’ = - 
u(s) ’ 
-Hence the reciprocal u-1 must have a zero in [-r, 0). This concludes the 
proof. 
The next proposition is an immediate consequence of the former. Let 
U and V denote, respectively, the P-uniform and standard approximants 
of W as introduced at the beginning of this section. The transforms u(.) 
and u(.) have dominant singularities which we designate -rl and -r2 
respectively. In the light of relations (4.3) and (4.4), and by Proposition 6, 
we deduce that 
(4.13) -Q G -5, U(t) 2 V(t), t + 00 .
Hence we obtain the following. 
Proposition 7. If for every integer n 3 2, 
(4.14) 
wnm; Y
(n +l)(n +2) 9gr*, Gn!(g;)“, 
then 
(4.15) -q \< -r G -r2, U(t) 3 W(t) 3 V(t), t + O” . 
tegers 
conve 
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g; G l/3, and diverges otherwise at a comparat vely slow rate. The se- 
quence defined by the right hand side diverges at a constantly increasing 
rate. Thus we expect relation (4.14) to be satisfied by the generators of 
manycb -type cdf’s, the asymptqtic behaviors of which can then be as- 
sessed by means of the upper and lower bounds stated in (4.15). 
5. Some vital statistics of P-uniform and standard approximaarts 
It should be trivially noted that by definition V is also the :standard 
approximant of U and one may well wonder to what extent t.he former 
approximates the latter, aside from the fact that they do share the same 
first two moments. To simplify matters, assume that the generator of 
U is the uniform distribution on [0, 11. Then we have, with y == 1 - U(O), 
(5.1) . UW=(l --7)/U -T((l -e+)/s)). 
By definition, and inversion, and upon expressing V(.) in terms of the 
parameter y, we obtain: 
V(t) = 1 - (+-) exp [- y;,q . 
For the values y = (0, (0.1 ), 0.9), t = (0, (0. I), 4) the following bounds 
on absolute and relative errors have been noticed in numerical calcula- 
tions: 
(5.3) max I V(O) - U(O)1 = 0.1, (7 = 0.51, 
max I V(t) --’ U(t) I = .06, 0.1 G t< 1, 
I V(1) - U(1) max - U(l) = .012, (7 = 0.9), 
max L- 
I 
v(t) u(t) < .Ol, 
U(t) I 
t> I. 
As y ranges thro,Igh the numbers 0.1, 0.2, . . . . 0.9 the magnitude of the 
corresponding dominant sin larities (rounde three siglmifican 
figures) are as follows: 
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(S.4) q =,3.61, 2.66,2.06, 1.62, ?i.26,0.965,0.676,0.431,0.207, 
r2 = 2.57,2.18, 1.83, 1.50, 1.20,0.947,0.666,0.429,0.206. 
It Was observed that the graphs of the two cdf’s always intersect at two 
points on (0,l) and sometimes at two more points on (1,~). It is inter- 
esting to note that although the ratio 1 - U(t)/1 - v(t) tends to 0 as 
t + -, relation (5.3) suggests a close agreement on (1, -) between the 
two cdf’s in spite of fairly sizeable discrepancies between corresponding 
singularities. Differences are more pronounced on (0,l) but even then 
they are not over dramatic onsidering the fact that U(.) is convex on 
that interval. Finally, both U and V admit roughly the same heavy traffic 
representation as 7 + 1. 
To close this discussion we point out that, unlike the standard approx- 
imant, the exponential distribution Y(.) satisfying Y(0) = U(O), yI = ZQ 
cannot serve as a useful approximation for U. For any given y, the trans- 
fe)rrn of this cdf has a dominant singularity much nearer the origin than 
e:ither -Q and -r2 with the result that generally Y(t) grossly underesti- 
mates U(t) for large t. 
6, Concluding remarks 
The Q -type cdf ‘s are a special type of power mixtures with geometric 
mixing distributions and kernels that are convolutions of a singEe positive 
cdf. Those that share the same first two moments necessarily have the 
sa.me variance/mean-square ratio so that t ey are “equidistant” from ex- 
ponentiality in terms of a special metric introduced by Keilson and 
Steutel [S]. It is tempting to hope that further research on these mixtures 
may reveal that this ratio also plays a key role in influencing the ordinary 
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